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l.Photofission and Electrofission - Descriptive

Nuclear Fission is a process which has been studied for a very

long time. Nuclear fission by means of photons, which we call

photofisslon, was first reported in 1941 [1,2) Electrofission is the

process of inducing fission by means of electron scattering, and is

very closely related to photofission. Historically it is more recent,

being first reported in in 1967 (3) which is about when electron

accelerators of suitably high flux became available.

I will make no attempt to survey photofission studies over the

intervening years because I am sure that I could not do Justice to all

that work. But in order to make my talk reasonably self-contained, I

will start with a brief explanation of how we view the process; at

least as much as we need to know to interpret the rest of my talk.

Fission, the division of a nucleus into roughly equal-sized

parts, is conceivable for almost any nucleus, but is most familiar for

nuclei for which the process has a low threshold energy such as the

actinides. In fact most of the examples I will be talking about today

are fission of Uranium or Thorium.

The photon Is simply a means of injecting a certain amount of

energy and angular momentum into the nucleus which then has a variety

of channels through which it may decay, fission being one of them. If

it chooses the fission channel, we envisage the nucleus as first

deforming considerably until It looks perhaps like a top, in fact we

treat it transitlonally like a symmetric rotor, and then dividing with

the fragments going in opposite directions along the axis of symmetry.

In the figure (ftg(U)the letters L, M, K represent the total angular

momentum and Its projections along the z-axls (the photon direction)

and along the symmetry axis (the fragment direction).The process of

* Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy
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deformation takes an amount of the energy since the system is having

to overcome the fission barrier, and in the transition state the

nucleus Is relatively 'cold' near threshold, meaning it has relatively

few states. The deformed nucleus when it separates does not break Into

fragments necessarily equal in mass but generally with mass ratios

between 2:3 and 1:1. Once separated they repel one another forcefully,

in fact the Coulomb repulsion accounts for most of the energy

ultimately displayed by the fragments. At the time of emission the

fragment nuclei are generally unstable and will emit neutrons, but we

assume this happens after our process is complete.

Diagrammatically we may draw the process of photoflssion as in

flg(2o)

The same nucleus can interact with a passing electron. The

passage of any charged particle will create a time-varying

(b)

Fig 2
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electromagnetic field at the target site, and this field may be

regarded as a pulse of electromagnetic radiation. This is an old idea

found in classical electrodynamics due to Weissacker and Williams, but

in quantum mechanics, of course, the intermediate radiation is a

virtual photon and so we depict the process as in fig(2fc) The nuclear

part of the diagram is the same as in fig(2o)and the interaction is,

of course, still electromagnetics however there are important

differences which force the nucleus to reveal more about itself than

In a real photon interaction.

Notice that the electron lines are curved. This is to remind us

that the electrons are moving in a Coulomb field which for a nucleus

like Uranium can distort the electron wavefunction seriously.

The experimentalist then has the choice of using real photons or

virtual photons. Both originate with electrons (or other charged

particles) but real photons are created separately in a converter foil

(figure(4)) and travel a long path to the target. In this case the

target experiences radiation with a broad spectrum which we know as

the Bremsstrahlung spectrum. A virtual photon on the other hand is

created and absorbed in interaction with one and the same nucleus,

which is thus both converter and target. In a sense the target in this

case is simply nearer the source. If you think of the electron as an

antenna (it is after all emitting electromagnetic radiation) there is

the familiar difference between the near field and the [SL

field. Far-field radiation is purely trtmverse and has effectively

a plane wave front; near-field r? Nation is not plane and also has

longitudinally polarized components. Near field or virtual radiation

also has a different spectrum from bremsstrahlung and the shape of

this is something we have to know to analyse electron-induced

reactions of this kind. Unfortunately this spectrum is not susceptible

to measurement in any direct way, but I hope to be able to convince

you that It can be calculated with a reasonably high degree of

confidence.
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2. Survty of the Method of Virtual Photon Spectrum

Ordinarily. If the nucleus is subjected to a beam of radiation

with spectrum N(u>) the resulting cross section would be

where OL(uyis the photon cross section as a function of electron

energy to (we use always i \ - C - 1). ""'/i*) IS the number of incident

photons per unit energy interval. In the virtual photn case the

spectrum depends on the Incident electron energy and, supposing for

the present that we do not detect the electron in any way (an

inclusive experiment), then the cross section looks rather

similar:

I
*

>o M. • _ (2)

I lere AU stands for the spin and parity or the multipole class of the

electromagneic transition ElJE2....or Ml,M2....The real plane-wave

cross section (such as in eq(l)) Is the direct sum

A plane wave photon spectrum has the same strength In all multipoles

(which is due to the way multipole orders are defined) so is such a

cas= eq(2) reduces to eq(l). The virtual photon spectrum, by contrast,

is not the same and at low electron energies the spectrum increases

rapidly with L as you can see In flg(3) which shows N for

\L - E1....E20 (4). We can use this enhancement of the virtual

spectrum to examine higher order mult pole transitions which a real

photon spectrum does not reveal (because It Is domlnantly El).

Electron-induced reactions also include an electric monopole (EO)

contribution which is missing entirely from photon-induced reactions

(there Is no OT** ).
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We may also detect the scattered electrons or, better still,

detect electron and decay particle in coincidence. In this case we

would write

(

We will be looking at all of these types of observation, not to

analyse data (that is the experimentalists concern) but to show what

is possible using an interpretation in terms of virtual photons.

3. Calculation of Virtual Photon Spectrum.

For any system which interacts with the electromagnetic field the

interaction hamittonian may be written in the form

XA - 90) d\ (6)

where the potentials A • t> a r e t h e electromagnetic field created by

the electron. The nucleus Is represented by the nuclear current

density j and transition charge density fi and these moreover are

constrained by continuity

v.f *

and so actually all we need is the current density.

Since we are concerned with electrons which are scattered by the

Coulomb field of the nucleus we may use distorted waves thus

including the static part of the Coulomb field in the unperturbed

hamiltonlan and hence M ^ only includes the radiative part of the

Interaction.

In the conventional calculation of the virtual photon spectrum

one assumes that the electron does not penetrate the nucleus (so that

in a sense virtual radiation is that which Roes inward and real
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radiation is that which goes outward). Furthermore one ignores the

distortion of the electron waves, with ths result that expressions for

N are relatively simple, for example

Ê '

The notation [ . . . . ]_ indicates the limits mentioned which are

essentially zero nuclear charge and zero nuclear radius. Similar

expressions can be found for the general case EL and ML and this ; as

the manner of calculation of the curves in fig(3).

These approximate formulae will work for suitably low Z nuclei so

that the distortion of the electron wavefunctlons Is negligible.For

this condition we need the Coulomb energy small compared with the

electron energy:

*2 «£ft
R« (8)

In eq(8) RM Is the nuclear radius and « the fine structure

constant. The assumption the nuclear and electron wavefunctions do not

significantly interpenetrate amounts to a condition

where Õ is the average momentum transfer. How stringent this is

depends at the process we are looking at, being least for dipole

excitation, for which the electron angular distribution exhibits a

strong forward peak.and for light nuclei (small RM ). On the other

hand, for a coincidence measurement h is very much larger since the

electron is necessarily detected at a fairly large angle (say 0«j£ 40

For actinide fission we are dealing with nuclei with large Z,

large R« . and electron energies (If we intend to go down to

threshold) of £ t «£ 5 MeV. Conditions (8) or (9) are inevitably
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violated and we must see what corrections the method or distorted

waves introduces.

Distorted wave calculations for electrons is a messy business (as

is often the case with distorted waves), and I will certainly not hr /e

the time to discuss the details, but it will be necessary to say a

little about them.

Electron wavef unctions, of course, obey the Dirac equation and

since DW formalism inevitably breaks the wavefunctlon Into partial

waves, we label these with the Dirac angular momentum quantum number

K . May I remind you that K , which may be a positive or negative

integer, specifies both the total (j) and the equivalent orbital (()

quantum numbers:

j •
*- (10)

The basic probability amplitudes for the electron to change from

angular momentum state Kj , to state Kj, while emitting a photon in

state XL is called

In terms of these we can find the virtual photon spectrum of eqs (2)

and (4)>

and

H«r« Q ' is • me»»y bunch of Clebih Cordan coefficients which are
OlAmiA
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needed for the angular momentum book-keeping: the magnetic quantum

numbers are M for the photon, m, and Mx for the initial and final

electrons:

Finally for the coincidence ~«w» =»ctlnn of eql5) we get an

expression which involves the same qualities--

Thcst txprtssiont arc look atraightforward but w« find there are

difficulties when we try to calculate them which are not entirely

obvious. I don"t want to dwell long on these but they do need to be

mentioned.

a) R (<i,l(J is not entirely model Independent since it involves

functions for the nuclear charge distribution and the transition

currents.. But in the energy ranges we will be using here the relevant

parameters of these distributions turn out to be f^-rma ' t h e root-mean

-square radius of the nuclear charge and Rf^. - the transition

radius. Of these R r f - , is well known but we admittedly have to estimate

b) Jx itfijlft)requires us to perform an integral over all space

(electron coordinate space). Because the Interaction inmvolved is

electromagnetic, and therefore Jong-ranged, there is no mechanism for

cutting off this integral. To overcome this we have developed
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asymptotic series for the remote part of the integral; for the near

part we have resorted to numerical Integration. Regardless of the

details, I am asking you to believe that can calculate this quantity

to any desired accuracy - we try to achieve 1 part in 10 .

c) The expressions (11), (12) and (13) involve sums over

Infinitely many partial waves. Again for the reason that we are

dealing with a long-ranged interaction, these sums, at least In cases

(11) and (12), refuse to converge in a reasonable number of terms. We

show an example in fig(4). These are the results of adding successive

a 0. 160

12 15 IS 21 21 27 30
0.000

Fig 4

terms of the sum over KA In eq(ll) (fortunately for a given If* all

the other sums are finite, being restricted by selection rules, and

there Is thus only one sum-to-lnfinlty to be performed). Notice that

after twenty partial waves we com* to within only I-27. of the limit -

and we would like about 1 part in 10 .

These high angular momentum continents correspond classically to

electrons which pass the nucleus at a great distance and yet Interact

because of the range of the electromagnetic field. Such particles

would be scattered only very slightly» they would be the particles In
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the forward peak which would explain why this problem is not serious

in the coincidence cross section (eq(13)). Now such distant collisions

are also little affected by the distortion and interpenetration

problems which forced us to go over to using distorted waves. We find

ttten that the corresponding amplitudes are little different from those

in the 'zero' limit £ 7© which can be calculated precisely! that is

Notice this is true for the modulus \R. J but not fot the phase

unfortunately.

If we take a look at eq(ll) and(12) we see that each has the form

of a sum over positive terms which we could write

If we simply add and subtract the same expression In the 'zero' limit

„ - (17)

Now we are calculating in the sum a correction term for distortion

etc.which, because of the result (IS), rapidly vanishes as tf*

increases. We reach the desired accuracy in 5 or 6 terms instead of

hundreds if summed directly.

4. Applications of Virtual Photon Spectra

It is not my purpose here to re-interpret other people's

experiments particularly as you will be hearing from my

experimentalist colleages of Sao Paulo about the use of virtual photon

spectra in the analysis of electro-excitation cross sections. Instead

I will show some figures, some with data points and some without,

which I find useful and interesting in establishing the reliability of

the calculations I have Just outlined.
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First we may ask, are the spectra correct?

About the only way to measure a virtual photon spectrum is to

find some isolated nuclear level of known spin and parity and follow

its excitation yield as a function of energy. Such experiments are

difficult and we have only one good example by Dodge, Hayward and

Wolynec (5) in fig(5): this is an El transition to an analogue state

In 90Zr. In this case one measures an lsochromat. that is

Nai(E,w) as a function of Ç. at fixed ut which is the reverse of what

we normally call the spectrum - K (£>Uu) at a function of U) at fixed

£ . We have no hestitation in labelling the agreement with the theory

a success, but are anxious to see the same thing for heavier nuclei

and for higher multipole transitions.

Next we ask, do virtual photons reveal anything that real photons

hide?

Understand that we cannot do without the real photon experiments
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- we need 0 - in our expressions (11), (12) and (13) for the electron

cross sections. Yet one of the problems with photo excitation cross

sections is getting the right normalization; let us look in fig(6) at

measurements of photoflssion ( (Xw ) of 238U by groups at Saclay

(6) and at Livermore (7). The curves are simply fits to the data which

we use for the integrals in eqs(U)-(13), but it is clear that the

discrepancy is almost entirely in the overall magnitude. We have the

same problerr with electrofisston of the same nucleus (fls(7)) which

shows the total available data. I hope the experimentalists will

forgive me If I do not identify all of the points, but they range from

those of Arruda-Neto and collaborators at Stanford (8) at the top to

those of Stroher and collaborators at Giessen (9) at the bottom. The

separate set of points below the rest are from positron-induced

fission and these, of course, should be different because positrons

have a different spectrum.

In fact the difference between positrons and electrons Is to be

found solely In the distortion of their wavefunctions, and since we
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are doing a distorted-wave calculation It Is gratifying to be able to

test this. The electron and positron data from Geissen (colored in the

slide) are measured under exactly the same circumstances in the same

experiment using 6+C~ pair production as the source. Our efforts to

put a curve through the data are obstructed a little by not knowing

the breakdown of O* (vJ) into the different mutipoles, but we assume

that there must be E2 strength present. In the figure the solid curve

Is what we would get with zero quadrupole component, and the dashed

curve includes an E2 contribution with 70* of the sum-rule strength.

Notice that switching part of the cross section from El to E2 has

little effect on the positrons. In this analysis we have used the

Saclay photofission cross section, but mindful that the absolute

normalization has little significance In either experiment we may take

the ratio of electron to positron cross sections ( f J ' / O " * ) to get

rid of this problem (see fig(8)). Our calculations with no E2 produce

the solid curve which Just skirts the lower edge of the data.

Different positions of the E2 resonance produce different curves,

m

•a.<40
.0 12.0 I I . 0 JO.0 H I 21.0 32.0 3S.0 MO.O

ELECTRON ENERCT IMrVI
9.0 1 2 . 0 U 3 i O . O 2 4 . 0 l t . 0 3 J . 0 J I . 9 4 0 . 0

£ l i : T F 0 N I t a C IH«VI

Fig 7 Fig 8
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shown dashed in the figure, but none of these requires an unreasonable

strength or energy

Let us turn now to consider the angular distribution of the

fission fragments.

Inclusive experiments inevitably excite all levels fron threshold

to the photon end point (namely £ o ). Under these circumstances there

will generally be so many states available to the fissioning nucleus

that the distribution in angle is effectively isotropic. Near

threshold however there are few enough transition states that there is

a significant angular distribution - this is already well known in

photofission. Assuming L-l and L-2 states only, the angular

distribution should fit

0
(18)

and it is usual in analysis to extract the coefficients a, b, c as

functions of energy.

One thing we should be prepared for is that angular distributions

will be less pronounced for electrofission than for equivalent

photofission (using Bremsstrahlung for example). For real photons with

quantization axis along the beam direction the only angular momentum

projection M is that of the photon spin; that is M - * 1. With

electrons however we have the Intrusion of other magnetic substates in

the photon spectrum. If ail M-substates were equally represented there

would be no angular variation at all regardless of the transition, and

any mixture of M-values as opposed to a pure M-state (whether • or -

doesn't matter) will tend to flatten out the distribution curve.

Nevertheless measurable angular variation Is observed and we

show In fig (9) our fit to the a, b and c coefficients measured by

Arruda Neto (10) for low enegy elctrofisslon of 238U. In fig

(10) we show, at one energy only'(9 MeV) the fission fragment angular

distribution for 23iTh measured at Geissen (11J. In this case
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there is data for both electron and positron induced fission.

1 am not sure that at this point there is much I can say about

these fits other than to remark that we have the means of analysing

such distributions if you believe our spectra - or to put it the other

way around, there is nothing here to invalidate our calculations of

To see something more Interesting we really have to select the

energy of the levels we are looking at in fission, and this would mean

measuring the energy of the scattered electron, that Is making a

coincidence measurement.

Let us look at the angular distributions one would expect from a
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single transition state in fission by real photons. Fig (11) shows a

rendering of a three-dimensional polar map for the angular

distribution for a K-0 dipole transition state (remember these are

descibed by symmetric top type quantum numbers J, K and M). In this

figure the beam direction is vertical and fragments are emitted

preferentially at 90 (equally in all directions if the photons are

unpolarized) and not at all in the forward direction: the result is a

polar plot whish resembles a donut seen from the side. Fig (12) shows

the same for K-l: in this case forward-backward emission is preferable

but 90 is possible - remember this as the peanut shape.

We will be comparing these with distributions from electofission

where the final electron has been detected in an imaginary coincidence

measurement. Fig (13) shows the geometry. The initial and final

electron directions define the scattering plane which also contains

the momentum transfer vector Q . Supposing the electron to be

scattered at a fixed angle (40 in our case), the fission fragments

will then be emitted in a pattern which has a recognizable axis of
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symmetry, also in the scattering plane, which we identify as the

direction of the virtual photon. Where possible we use the polar

angles tfy. Jty measured with respect to this angle when plotting our

distributions.

Let us look at an Ml transition - this is simpler because Ml is

purely transverse and we may expect to get something like the real

photon pattern. Look at fig (14) for K-0 and you will recognize the

donut-shaped pattern similar to that in fig (12). In this case it does

not have azlmuthal symmetry which Indicates that the virtual photons

are effectively polarized with respect to the scattering plane. For

K-l (fig (15)) we see the same effect - the peanut-shaped distribution

is similar to fig (13) for real photons but slightly flattened due to
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the polarization.

Going back to fig (14). the plane of the diagram is the

scattering plane and we have marked the beam direction, z, and the

momentum tranfer direction, q, on the figure. Notice that the

effective photon direction is not the same as the momentum transfer

direction. This is the result of Coulomb distortion; in the plane-wave

calculation the virtual photon is the only means of transfer of

momentum to the nucleus but the DW treatment, since it includes the

scattering of the electron by the nuclear Coulomb field and this also

involves transfer of momentum, the photon and q directions are not the

same ( It is commonly assumed that they are).

Now Icok at an El transition. In this case (electron scattering

angle 6^ " 40°) the excitation is dominantiy longitudinal. The K-0

distribution is entirely different (see fig (16}) the fragments being

pushed out preferentially forwards and backwards and not at all at 90

For K-0 it seems that the prefered direction indicates the

polarization direction (in the classical sense - the electric field

direction). Fcr K-l (fig (17)) the distribution is again quite

Fig 14
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different, in fact it looks more like the K-0 pattern of the previous

case (fig (12)).

We can continue to play these games with higher multipoles but

the patterns Bet more complicated and we have not used adequate

computer graphics to get a dear picture. To give an example. for L-2,

K-0 photons we should get fig (18) which is like a flower shaped

surface with an identical one pointing backwards.. For electrons we

get fig (19) for a magnetic transition (M2): this looks rather skewed

because in this case we have made the plot with respect to the beam

direction as the polar axis rather than the symmetry axis (which our

program failed to find). Actually we have the same flower pattern,

slightly squashed, defining the photon direction. The same case for E2

appears in fig (20) - again the symmetry is hard to see because of the

poor way we have plotted it. But the conclusions are the same - M2

photons look much like real photons, E2 are entirely different.

5. Conclusions

I hope that I have convinced you that It Is profitable to analyse

electrofission and similar processes In terms of the properties of the

Intermediate virtual photons.

We are confident in our virtual photon calculations but to expect

others to share our confidence there are experiments which need to be

done to verify them. We need excitation and angular distributions etc.

for higher order transitions for which the quantum numbers are known.

Particularly we need these for heavy nuclei to test our DW

calculations more severely.

Coincidence experiments measuring angular correlations would be

most interesting - but everyone knows that. The correlations need to

be kept in mind even if not being specifically measured because In any

experiment where we do not have detectors covering possible angle some
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asssumption must be made about the angular distribution. At low enery

moreover the difference between the symmetry direction and the

momentum transfer direction may not be ignored.

Positrons and muons can be served equally well by the same

programs - we have only to change the mass and charge (although we

realize that the experimentalist has quite a lot more to do to acheive

the same end). I have mentioned some positron experiments and there

have been seme muon scattering experiments at Los Alamos (12), and if

anyone feels moved to perform such experiments we would be happy to

cooperate.

Many of the calculations displayed here were the work of my

former student Fartd Zamanl-Noor (13) now on the faculty of Vlllanova

University in Philadelphia. I want to acknowledge his hard work and

thank him for permission to present them here.

Finally I would like to thank my hosts for inviting me here, the

Physical Society of Brazil, the FAPESP for travel and support and my

colleagues and friends at USP for their hospitality and interest
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